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Motivation
Corporations develop on-going cultures similarly to the way
nations do. This research investigates whether certain cultures
“A battle
seldom survives
firstinnovation:
contact with the
enemy.
align
withplan
different
types of
incremental
and radical;
Strategy is a system of expedients”
disruptive and sustaining.
-Helmuth von Moltke the Elder
German Generalfeldmarschall

What is going on? Companies innovate but may not be matching their
type of innovation to their corporate culture.
How did it get that way? Companies create their corporate strategy
Like
battle
a test
plan isassessments
predicated
on of
basedaon
marketplan,
analysis
and external
instead
looking inward information.
at their own strengths
styles.
incomplete
We and
don’t
know what

failures our testing will uncover, so even the best
:K\LVQ¶WLWZRUNLQJQRZ"&RPSDQLHVIRUFHDVWUDWHJ\RQWKHLU
test
plan can
“overcome
by events”
any time.
employees
that isbe
addressing
the external
world andat
forces
employees and the culture to act differently from its authentic form.

Embracing the second part of von Moltke’s famous
quote, we realize that the best “strategy” for T&E is
adaptation. We Hypothesis:
propose a Prescriptive and
Adaptive Testing Framework (PATFrame) that
Corporate
culture
enables testers to address the rapidly evolving
and innovation
type Systems Test
needs of Unmanned
and Autonomous
(UAST).
reinforce or detract

from each other.
The PATFrame Team
?#2$@&#3(0*-A3B
Are certain corporate cultures better suited to certain types of
innovation? If so, how can a company create an innovation
strategy that fits its own culture and prepares it to compete in the
external market? Does perspective matter? That is, does seeing
a corporation as determined by the particular people comprising
it or seeing it as an entity through which different people flow
influence this research?

John T. Hess

(OOHQ&]DLND0DVWHU¶V6WXGHQW
johnhess@mit.edu
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What
is PATFrame?
Following a literature review of appropriate sociological models
for cultural classification and technology and business models
PATFrame
is a Decision
Addressing
for innovation,
I selected
the modelsSupport
in which toSystem
investigate
a
relationship.
Then I identified
candidate
companies
from which to
Questions
Posed
by the
Test Community:
collect data. The data to collect from each company include:
cultural data and innovation data to identify cultural pattern and
much testing
current
type. is enough?
•How innovation

•How long will testing take? How much will it cost?
How do I test effectively given the compressed schedule of
•!"#$;'/--#7$I#3#/)E"
a “Rapid Acquisition” program?
Using
sociological
categorizations
developed
Hofstede and the
I measure
the quality
of myby
tests?
•Howthedo
models for innovation developed by Utterback, Abernathy,
What
are
the
most
valuable
tests
for
my
system?
•
Christensen, Henderson, Brown, Miller and Friesen, identify where
I prioritize
my
tests?
•How
each
testshould
corporation
falls in each
model
and run statistical regression
to
determine
correlations.
do Isignificant
make sure
my tests are representative of the
•How
operational environment?
•How do I get more knowledge for my dollar?
•What are the unique challenges in testing UAS’s and
Systems of Systems (SoS’s)?
•How do I test a SoS without explicit requirements?
•How does my system affect the SoS in which it operates?
•What are the most valuable tests for my SoS?
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Leveraged
Ultimately, be able to help align corporate innovation strategy
corporate
culture and encourage
corporate
culture to
Design
of Experiments
Modeling
•with
•Cost
Defect innovation.
Modeling
•engender
•Exploratory Testing

Simulation
Testing
•Initially,
•Evolutionary
determine whether a relationship
exists between
culture and innovation strategy
or whether
external
Real Options
Basedthe
Test
•corporate
•Mission
environment
influence
in innovation
Decision
Theoryis the primary and
Evaluation
•market
strategy.
•Ontologies
•Bayesian Probability
•Value Based Testing
•System Dynamics

Unmanned Systems from MIT
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